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Abstract 
Wenjun, X., On a problem of Sergienko, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 87 (1993) 
97-98. 
We give an affirmative answer to a problem of Sergienko concerning normal subgroups. 
1. Introduction 
In this note all groups considered are assumed finite and notations are adopted 
from those in [2]. 
Sergienko [3] proposed the following: 
Problem 7.44. Does a normal subgroup H of a group G have a complement in G 
if every Sylow subgroup of H is a direct factor of some Sylow subgroup of G? 
In this note we give an affirmative answer to the problem. Our main result is 
the following: 
Theorem A. Let H be a normal subgroup of a group G. Assume that for any 
H,, E Syl,(H), where p E rr(G), there exists G, E Syl,(G) such that G, = HP X 
L,. Then H has a complement in G. 
2. Proof of Theorem A 
Assume that G is a counter-example of minimal order. 
Claim 1: H n L, = 1. 
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In fact, we have H,=HnH,xL,=H,,x(HflL,), and so HnL,=l. 
Therefore, Claim 1 holds. 
Let 1 U. . . aNafkfa-affa- a G be any chief series of G which con- 
tains H. We shall prove that M/N is abelian. 
Assume that MIN is not abelian. Then we have that M/N is a direct product of 
isomorphic and non-abelian simple groups { M,IN ( 1 5 i 5 n}. 
Claim 2: L,NIN centralizes MIN, where p is an odd prime and p 1 IMINI. 
Since M/N = M,lN X *. . x M,IN it is easily shown that L,NIN normalizes 
M,IN, 15 is n. Since L,NIN centralizes M,NIN, where M, = H,, fl M E 
Syl,(M), we have that LPN/N centralizes Mi/N by [I, Theorem B] and so LPN/N 
centralizes M/N. Hence Claim 2 holds. 
By the Frattini argument we obtain 
GIN = MIN NG,,(M,NIN) = MB/N, 
where M, = Hz fl M E Syl,(M) and B = NG(M2)N. Evidently B < G. 
Claim 3: H fl B and B satisfy all assumptions of Theorem A. 
At first we have G, = Hz x L, E Syl,(B). Let p be an odd prime. If pXIMIN[ 
then we easily see that B, ESyl,(G), where BP ESyl,(B). Now suppose that 
p 1 (MINI. Then by Claim 2 we have that LPN/N centralizes M/N and so L, 5 B. 
Similarly we have L: 5 B for any g E G. 
Suppose B, E Syl,(B) and BP 5 GE E Syl,(G) for some g E G. Since LE 5 B 
we have L i BP 5 B and so LE 5 B, . Hence we have B, = (HE fl BP) X LE. Since 
HB, = HG: = HL: we have B, = HLf, n B, = (H n BP)Li. This implies HE fl 
B, = H n B, E Syl,(H n B) by Claim 1. Therefore, Claim 3 is true. 
By B < G and the minimality of G we obtain that H fl B has a complement K 
in B by Claim 3. Therefore, we have 
G=HB=H(HflB)K=HK and HflK=HnBnK=l. 
This shows that K is a complement of H in G, a contradiction. Hence M/N is 
abelian and so H is solvable. 
Finally, by [4] H has a complement in G and so Theorem A is proved. 0 
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